Autumn 1 Homework
The curriculum theme for Autumn hs ‘Asphrathons’. We gope tgat we are able to hnsphre cghldren at New Hartley to ahm bhf by exposhnf tgem to all of tge opportunities which await them, introducing
them up to the world beyond the village. The homework tasks below have been chosen to ensure that they are relevant, fun and allow the children to present their work in a format of their choosing
(often children relish the opportunity to create a powerpoint presentation to present to the class!).The deadline for tasks is 21st October, however, children are welcome to bring in any completed tasks
before then. We encourage children to try and complete 3 tasks of their choosing.

Research an inspirational person. Prepare a
presentation for the class, about your chosen
person. Why do they inspire you? What were their
achievements? What were the barriers/obstacles
which they had to overcome?

Salt vibrations: sound you can SEE! Use the
internet to research how salt can help us to see
sound. Carry out your own investigation and tell us
all about it. You can recreate your experiment in
front of the class, or can document your
experiment using photographs to present to the class.

Choose a times table which you find tricky.
Recreate it using roman numerals e.g. V x II = X
You can record this in any way you like. E.g paint,
coloured pens, modelling clay.

What is beyond New Hartley? Research a city in
the UK of your choice. Tell us all about it. Why
should we visit? What attractions are there? What
is it famous for? You could write/type an itinerary
of a fun weekend visit to the city of your choice.

Visit one of the local Roman landmarks e.g.
Arbeha, Sefedunnum, Vhndolanda, Hadrhan’s Wall.
We would love to see photographs of your trip and
hear all that you learn  OR

One of the most famous cake recipes that as
survived from Roman times is one for honey cakes.
Make some of these cakes at home and take a
photo (or bring in a sample) Did you like them? OR
find and make another Roman recipe of your
choosing. Write a simple recipe for each of your
friends (and Mrs Gates!) to take home so they can
make their own!

Design and make a Roman shield or your own
Roman mosaic .
Read one of the following books with your
mum/dad/grandparent:
Me…Jane
On a Beam of Light
The Boy Who Loved Math
Ada Twist, Scientist
What is the message? What did you learn? Bring
the book into school to read to the class.

Draw/ paint a picture of yourself in 20 years
time (2039!). What will you look like? What will
you have achieved?

Research Roman landmarks, choose your favourite
and create a model of it (e.g. the Coliseum) OR

Design and make a weapon for a Roman
soldier. Research the types of weapons used and
the materials they were made from carefully.
Thank you for your support! Mrs Gates 

